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Abstract. The Miniature Exoplanet Radial Velocity Array (MINERVA) is a U.S.-based observational facility dedicated to the discovery and characterization of exoplanets around a nearby sample of bright stars. MINERVA
employs a robotic array of four 0.7-m telescopes outfitted for both high-resolution spectroscopy and photometry,
and is designed for completely autonomous operation. The primary science program is a dedicated radial velocity survey and the secondary science objective is to obtain high-precision transit light curves. The modular design
of the facility and the flexibility of our hardware allows for both science programs to be pursued simultaneously,
while the robotic control software provides a robust and efficient means to carry out nightly observations. We
describe the design of MINERVA, including major hardware components, software, and science goals. The
telescopes and photometry cameras are characterized at our test facility on the Caltech campus in
Pasadena, California, and their on-sky performance is validated. The design and simulated performance of
the spectrograph is briefly discussed as we await its completion. New observations from our test facility demonstrate sub-mmag photometric precision of one of our radial velocity survey targets, and we present new transit
observations and fits of WASP-52b—a known hot-Jupiter with an inflated radius and misaligned orbit. The process of relocating the MINERVA hardware to its final destination at the Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory in
southern Arizona has begun, and science operations are expected to commence in 2015. © The Authors. Published by
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Motivation

The field of exoplanetary science has experienced rapid growth
since the discoveries of the first planetary mass companions
more than two decades ago.1–6 These initial discoveries spawned
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myriad observational efforts that have expanded our view of plan
etary systems from a single example our own Solar System to
a diverse statistical ensemble containing hundreds of confirmed
systems and thousands of candidates.7–10 Modern techniques for
discovering and characterizing exoplanets include transits,11–15
microlensing,16–18 and direct detection.19,20 Our understanding
of planet formation and evolution and the possibility for other
intelligent life in the cosmos has been transformed by this
swift progress that continues to accelerate in exciting directions.
At the time of the launch of the Kepler Mission in 2009,21
radial velocity (RV) surveys had discovered more than 400 plan
ets orbiting nearby stars by detecting the minute, periodic
Doppler shifts in stellar spectra induced by orbiting planetary
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companions. The diverse collection of RV detected planets
revealed many important correlations between planet occurrence
and stellar properties,22–24 as well as detailed information about
the physical and orbital characteristics of planets outside our
Solar System (for a few interesting examples, see Refs. 25 27).
We now know that planets throughout the Galaxy have a wider
range of masses, radii, and internal structures than the planets of
our own Solar System. Of particular interest is a new class of
planet the so called super Earths with masses and radii inter
mediate to the Solar System terrestrial planets and the ice giants
Neptune and Uranus (see Refs. 22 and 28 31 for some early
examples).
From the standpoint of searching for low mass exoplanets
that resemble those of the inner Solar System, one of the most
exciting statistical results from RV detected planets is a plan
etary mass function that rises steeply toward Earth mass planets.
Howard et al.32 analyzed the planet discoveries and detection
efficiency of the NASA/UC ηL Survey conducted at Keck
Observatory using the HIRES spectrograph and found the
number of planets per interval in Mmin ≡ Mp sin i scales as
dN∕d log Mmin ∼ M−0.48
min . Extrapolation of this relationship to
terrestrial minimum masses (0.5 < Mp sin i∕ML < 2.0) and
periods P < 50 days led to the remarkable prediction that 23%
of Sun like stars harbor an Earth mass planet. This number
agrees well with results from the HARPS surveys of chromos
pherically quiet FGK dwarfs33,34 and M dwarfs.35 Small planets
are far more common than large planets throughout the Galaxy,
which bodes well for the search for Earth like planets in the
Solar Neighborhood.
In the past four years, >4000 planet candidates36 detected by
the Kepler Space Mission37–40 have strengthened the scientific
results from RV surveys and greatly expanded our knowledge of
exoplanet properties down to sizes comparable to, and even
below the Earth.41,42 Consistent with the results of RV surveys,
the Kepler discoveries strikingly illustrate that the number of
planets increases rapidly with decreasing planet radius.43–45
There is still uncertainty about how much this trend softens or
even turns over toward the smallest detected planets.46,47 How
ever, it is clear that there are more planets smaller than 4 RL
than larger ones in the Galaxy. Estimates of the occurrence of
Earth size planets around Sun like stars range from 10% to
15%,45,48 and the occurrence of Earth size planets in Earth
like orbits is estimated to be between 2% and 6%.47,48
Less than a decade ago, the only known terrestrial planets
orbiting main sequence stars resided in our Solar System,
and there was little expectation that, even if they existed around
other stars, they would be presently discovered. Now Kepler has
shown us that they are very common and may even constitute
the dominant population of exoplanets, particularly if one
considers recent planet occurrence estimates around low mass,
M type dwarfs, which are the most numerous stars in the
Galaxy.46,49,50 While the characteristic distance of a Kepler tar
get is ∼1 kpc, the statistical results from the Kepler Mission
should extend to the Solar Neighborhood, thereby informing us
about the closest stars to Earth (but see Ref. 51). It is now clear
that the night sky is teeming with unseen terrestrial mass planets
and super Earths. The proximity of these low mass planets in
the Solar Neighborhood will facilitate follow up studies that
would be difficult or impossible with Kepler stars, and their
physical properties will inform the search for life outside of
Journal of Astronomical Telescopes, Instruments, and Systems

the Solar System. Indeed, a small fraction of these nearby plan
etary systems have already been discovered.52–55
Exoplanet transit searches require a near perfect alignment of
the orbital plane along the line of sight, necessitating fairly large
sample sizes to ensure a detection. For example, the transit prob
ability of a super Earth orbiting a Sun like star in an Earth like
orbit is ∼0.5%. This means a sample size of at least several hun
dred would be needed to ensure a single detection of one such
planet. The limited number of local stars thus makes this method
unfavorable for discovering large numbers of nearby planets.
RV surveys are more promising, as the detection probability is
less sensitive to orbital inclination. However, the velocity preci
sion required for detecting small planets is just at or beyond the
limits of most current instruments. Equally important to the suc
cess of such an RV survey is the tremendous cadence and phase
coverage needed to densely sample a planet’s full orbit and a
range of stellar noise sources.54,56 Attaining this cadence for more
than a small handful of stars is not realistic within the framework
of shared telescope time allocation. Expanding our planetary cen
sus to dozens of stars in the Solar Neighborhood requires a dedi
cated observatory capable of highly precise RV measurements.
Some fraction of nearby planets discovered via the RV
method will transit their host star, with an increase in transit
probability for planets in shorter orbital periods. The RV data
can, therefore, be used to guide searches of the transit windows
of low mass planets with precise photometry. This RV first,
transit second method has proven to be a powerful observational
technique producing the detection of the first transiting planet in
2000 (HD 209458 b)14,15 and providing us with the brightest
transiting systems known.57,58 These bright (V < 8) systems are
important because they are the most amenable to follow up sci
ence using space and ground based facilities.
In addition to the short period (P≲10 days) transiting planets
around nearby stars, there should also exist a large population of
super Earths that lie within their respective habitable zones.59,60
There have been a few examples from this population recently
discovered that support this claim.55,61,62 Locating and character
izing these planets from the ground will populate the target lists
of future space based missions designed to produce direct
images and spectra of Earth like planets. In this way, the
high precision RV surveys of today will be an important step
ping stone toward discovering a true analog to our own Earth.
We aim to address the need for new Doppler based planet
detection facilities by building a dedicated ground based
observatory for the detection of small planets in our Solar
Neighborhood called the Miniature Exoplanet Radial Velocity
Array (MINERVA). The philosophy and design of MINERVA
are presented in Sec. 2, which gives an overview of the project
concept followed by a recent status update. The basic hardware
that will be used to carry out MINERVA science is described in
Sec. 3, which includes the telescopes, their enclosures, and the
photometry cameras. A brief presentation of the MINERVA
spectrograph, KiwiSpec MINERVA, is presented in this section;
the design details and on sky performance will be presented in a
forthcoming publication. The software that will run the MIN
ERVA array is being adapted from the robotic brain of the
Robo AO system,63 and we summarize its basic architecture and
functionality in Sec. 5. In Sec. 6, we present results validating
the expected performance of our telescopes and cameras with
photometric observations of one of our RV survey target stars,
and we also present new observations and model fits to the tran
siting hot Jupiter WASP 52 b in Sec. 7. Last, in Sec. 8, we
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Robotic Software (MRS) and validating the performance of the
various hardware components. The hardware on site has been
fully tested, and now the goal of this facility is to achieve coor
dinated, automated control of both telescopes and Aqawan 1.
This is expected to be complete by early 2015, and once this
goal has been reached, the entire facility will be moved to
Mt. Hopkins.
The infrastructure at Mt. Hopkins necessary for the reloca
tion of the Aqawans and telescopes has been completed.
Aqawan 2 has been constructed in California and was trans
ported to Mt. Hopkins on December 9, 2014. MINERVA tele
scopes 3 and 4 have had their performance validated and were
relocated to Aqawan 2 at Mt. Hopkins on December 15, 2014.
The custom room designed for the spectrograph is currently
under construction. The outermost layer in a three stage envi
ronmental control scheme will be a 100 K clean room temper
ature stabilized to 1°C, peak to peak. A second, interior room
will then be erected inside which the spectrograph will be
mounted with its critical optical elements inside a vacuum cham
ber. The manufacturing of the spectrograph has been completed
by Callaghan Innovation in New Zealand. Work is now under
way on the input optics as well as the iodine cell mount. It is
undergoing lab tests and awaits the completion of the spectro
graph room at Mt. Hopkins. Delivery of the spectrograph is
expected by the end of the first quarter of 2015 when on sky
commissioning will begin.
Allowing for minor unforeseen delays, fully automated,
robotic control of the array and spectrograph is expected by
mid year 2015. The primary survey is projected to begin by
the end of the year.

Table 1 CDK-700 specifications.

Optical system
Optical design

Corrected Dall-Kirkham
(CDK)

Aperture

700 mm (27.56 in.)

Focal length

4540 mm

Focal ratio

6.5a

Central obscuration

47% primary diameter

Back focus

305 mm from mounting
surface

Focus position

Nasmyth (dual)

Dimensions

93.73 arcsec H × 43.25 arcsec W
× 39 arcmin D

Weight

1200 lbs

Optical performance

1.8 μm RMS spot size on
axis

Image scale

22 μm per arcseca

Optimal field of view

70 mm (0.86 deg)

Fully baffled field

60 mm
Mechanical structure

3
3.1

MINERVA Hardware
CDK-700 by PlaneWave

The PlaneWave CDK 700 is a 0.7 m, altitude/azimuth mounted
telescope system.81,82 It has a compact design, standing just
<8 ft tall when pointing at the zenith, with a 5 ft radius of maxi
mum extent when pointing horizontally. The telescopes use a
corrected Dall Kirkham (CDK) optical setup consisting of an
elliptical primary mirror, a spherical secondary mirror, and a pair
of correcting lenses to remove off axis coma, astigmatism, and
field curvature. This results in a flatter, more coma and astigma
tism free field than the Ritchey Chretien design, with the added
benefit that the spherical secondary mirror makes alignment for
giving compared to the hyperbolic secondary of the Ritchey
Chretien design. The CDK 700 has dual Nasmyth ports with
output beams at f∕6.5 accessed with a rotating tertiary mirror.
The CDK 700 specifications are summarized in Table 1.
The telescope pointing is controlled by two direct drive
electromagnetic motors with an encoder resolution of 81 mas
resulting in a pointing accuracy of 10 arcsec RMS, a pointing pre
cision of 2 arcsec, and a tracking accuracy of 1 arcsec over a 3 min
period. The slew rate is 15 deg s−1 , which keeps slew times
between any two points in the sky to < ∼ 10 s. The focus mecha
nism and image derotator are combined into a single, motor con
trolled unit that can be remotely adjusted. Cooling fans and
temperature sensors are used to keep the primary mirror in thermal
equilibrium, and the control software is built to automatically cor
rect for perturbations, such as wind gusts.
Section 6 presents the performance validation for our tele
scopes, including control, pointing, guiding, and throughput.
The commissioning performed over the past two years at
Journal of Astronomical Telescopes, Instruments, and Systems

Mount

Altitude-azimuth

Fork

Monolithic U-shaped fork arm

Azimuth bearing

20 in. diameter thrust bearing

Altitude bearing

2 × 8.5 in: OD ball bearings

Optical tube

Dual truss structure
Motion control

Motors

Direct drive, three phase axial
flux torque motor

Encoders

Stainless steel encoder tape
with 81 mas resolution

Motor torque

∼35 ft-lbs

Slew rate

15 deg s−1 a
System performance

Pointing accuracy

10 arcsec RMSa

Pointing precision

2 arcsec RMS

Tracking accuracy

1 arcsec RMS over 3 mina

Field derotator

3 μm peak-to-peak 35 mm
off-axis over 1 h

a

These values were validated during the commissioning. Other values
are the manufacturer specifications.
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Fig. 3 Telescope 2, a PlaneWave CDK-700, is shown inside the
MINERVA Aqawan telescope enclosure at the Caltech commissioning site.

Caltech has proven the feasibility of using high end, off the shelf
hardware for professional astronomical research. Thereby,
MINERVA has retired many of the risks involved in developing
an observational facility from the ground up. Figure 3 shows an
image of the MINERVA telescopes at the Caltech test site.

3.2

Aqawan Telescope Enclosures

An Aqawan (Chumash native American word for “to be dry”) is
a telescope enclosure developed by Las Cumbres Observatory
Global Telescope for their 0.4 m telescopes specifically

designed for remote, robotic operations around the world.83 The
design offers full access to the sky, limiting the effects of
dome seeing, and eliminates the need to coordinate dome slit
positioning while maintaining a relatively small footprint. We
have purchased two custom built Aqawans with longer sides
that can each accommodate two CDK 700s without any pos
sibility of collision and can close safely with the telescopes
pointed in any orientation. Stronger motors with a higher gear
ratio were also installed to handle the heavier roof panels.
Figure 4 shows the design and realization of our first
Aqawan, which has been delivered to the Caltech campus for
commissioning.
The Aqawan receives 208 V∕30 A three phase power that is
converted to 24 V dc within its control panel. This power runs
through an internal uninterruptible power supply (UPS) and
powers a programmable automated controller (PAC) that con
trols all the functionality of the enclosure. In addition to basic
opening and closing, the Aqawan has many auxiliary features,
including a web camera that provides 360 deg coverage, a tem
perature and humidity sensor, fans to promote temperature
equalization, fluorescent lighting, and a smoke alarm. Commu
nication to the Aqawan PAC is established via TCP/IP, with
commands consisting of ASCII strings. The Aqawan firmware
is designed such that if a “heartbeat” command is not issued
each minute, the roof automatically closes. This feature along
with built in backup power and the ability for the Aqawan to
close with the telescopes in any configuration offers safety
against power and connectivity failure modes.

3.3

Fiber and Fiber Coupling

Astronomical light collected from MINERVA’s four 0.7 m tele
scopes will feed a stabilized spectrograph via fiber optic cables.
Using a fiber feed offers many advantages and some challenges.
Single mode fibers offer superior control of the instrumental
profile. However, they are diffraction limited by nature and
require a high performance adaptive optics system for efficient
coupling of starlight. Multimodal fibers couple to starlight much
more easily, but they have a near and far field output that is
variable. The near field variations are due to the interference of
modes at the output of the fiber, and when imaged on the detec
tor, these variations can limit the signal to noise ratio of the

Fig. 4 (a) Design drawing of our custom Aqawan telescope enclosure with two PlaneWave CDK-700
telescopes inside. (b) MINERVA commissioning site on the Caltech campus showing the open Aqawan
and telescopes 1 and 2 inside.
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Fig. 10 MINERVA Robotic Software architecture. Blue boxes are subsystem control daemons, gray
boxes are control or oversight daemons that control more than one daemon, and red boxes represent
data file storage. The red dashed lines with arrows signify the paths for telemetry through the system,
black lines denote the command paths, and the blue are the data paths (the three asterisks indicate three
other data pathways from T1, T2, and T3 that we leave off for the sake of neatness). The green lines
signify the pathways for the status information that is passed to the system monitoring software.

control or oversight daemons running on this computer are the
Robo System Control, the Watchdog, and the System Monitor.
The Robo System Control provides the high level control of
MINERVA, coordinating the execution of all operations.
The System Monitor manages the information flow of the
status of the subsystems to the entire robotic system. This
part of the software regularly examines the status of each of
the other software elements for their state of operation. It detects
when one of the software subsystems has an error, crashes, or
has other problems that might hinder the proper operation of the
system. Issues are flagged and the operation of the automated
system observations is stopped until the subsystem daemon can
clear the issue. If the subsystem cannot correct the error, the
automation system can take steps, up to and including restarting
subsystems, in an attempt to continue operations. If it is unable
to restart the system, a message will be sent for human assis
tance, and an attempt can be made to continue operation without
the failed subsystem, e.g., if one telescope fails, the other three
telescopes can continue with the primary science program. If
operations cannot continue without the failed subsystem (e.g.,
the spectrograph), the software will close the Aqawans and
shut everything down, leaving the system in a safe state.
The sole function of the Watchdog system will be to make
sure the observing system remains in operation. If any system
crashes or stops working properly, it will attempt to restart it, as
Journal of Astronomical Telescopes, Instruments, and Systems

well as stop telescope operations. If the process cannot be
restarted and is not essential, the system will continue without
the failed subsystem. If the failed subsystem is essential, the
shutdown sequence will be initiated followed by a request for
human help.
Each of the four telescopes and their suite of instruments are
run with a single computer on which the station daemons are
run, T1 through T4. Each station daemon reports telemetry
information and handles the operation of the subsystems
mounted on each telescope, including the telescope control sys
tem (TCS), guide cameras, imaging science camera, and fil
ter wheel.
The SPEC computer is dedicated to the control of the spectro
graph and runs the spectrograph daemon, which coordinates the
operation of the spectrograph and monitoring of the spectro
graph environment. This daemon also gathers data from the
System Monitor and outputs the science data with extensive
header information regarding the state of the facility during
the time over which data were collected.
The software control of each hardware subsystem consists of
a set of individual modules. Each interface module handles con
figuration file interactions, initialization, and error control.
These modules are stacked together into larger modules, which
are then managed by other facets of the robotic control system.
The subsystems are run as daemons in the operating system;
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each separately manages the hardware under its control and runs
a status monitor to sample subsystem performance and register
errors that occur. Each of these subsystems is composed of many
separate functions that initialize the hardware, monitor its func
tion, and manage the operation of the hardware to achieve suc
cessful scientific output. In essence, each of the subsystem
daemons are individual robotic programs that manage their
hardware and operate according to external commands. The sub
system daemons communicate their state through the TCP/IP
protocol to the System Monitor, and the System Monitor
then parses and relays this information to the Watchdog and
Robo System Control.
MRS will also employ a queue system modeled after the
Robo AO system built to read and organize program and target
files in XML format.102 While the elimination and weighting
criteria for the MINERVA program will be slightly different
than for Robo AO, the approach will be essentially the same
for the primary MINERVA spectroscopic survey. MINERVA
will operate primarily in a coordinated fashion. Targets will
be observed by all telescopes simultaneously, vastly simplifying
operations. On the occasion when one or more of the telescopes
is needed for another program, e.g., transit photometry, a natural
break in operations will be identified when the needed telescope
(s) can be seamlessly left out of the next observing sequence.
The telescope(s) will then be released from robotic control
and can be operated remotely.
Development of a robotic system from scratch is an involved
process, and can take years, especially for a system controlling
multiple enclosures and telescopes. Using the Robo AO soft
ware as a base, the MINERVA software development time
has been cut by at least 50%. Most subsystems are under com
puter control and debugged; work continues on the TCS inter
face, and detailed spectrograph software development is
awaiting delivery of the spectrograph hardware. Software to
control the individual stations and the overall robotic software
control system (including the queue scheduler) is currently
undergoing final development, with robotic operations, under
queue control, expected at the test facility in early 2015.

6

where S is the rate of detection of photoelectrons in astronomical
data unit (ADU)/s for a source with apparent magnitude m rel
ative to a zeropoint flux scale of Fλ ð0Þ at an airmass X. The quan
tity Aeff is the effective aperture, 2998.33 cm2 , for the CDK 700
corresponding to 22% central obscuration by the secondary, fðλÞ
is the filter transmission function, ηðλÞ is the camera quantum
efficiency, and g is the camera gain in units of e− ∕ADU. The
α factor is directly proportional to the atmospheric extinction
with a proportionality constant of 0.4 lnð10Þ, and we use
X ¼ secðzÞ to estimate airmass, which is sufficiently accurate
for the range of zenith angles under consideration. We explicitly
show the wavelength dependence of all quantities, and h and c are
Planck’s constant and the speed of light, respectively. The effi
ciency term, τðλÞ, characterizes all sources of attenuation not
accounted for by the other terms in Eq. (1), such as the reflectivity
of the mirrors and the transmission of the lenses.
Camera gain was directly measured from flat field images,
and the theoretical transmission and reflectance of our optical
elements were supplied by the manufacturers and are shown
in Fig. 11. Multiplying these curves together (including the
Nasmyth lens curve four times to account for the four surfaces
on two lenses) and then integrating over the the V filter band
gives a theoretical upper limit to the telescope throughput
of hτiV ðX ¼ 0Þ ¼ 84%.
To calibrate the throughput of our telescopes, we observed
bright (V < 12) standard stars.103,104 The standard stars were
observed in sequences of between 3 and 10 images per pointing
with integration times adjusted to give high counts within the
linear regime of the CCD. The signal to noise achieved at
each observation was typically a few hundred. We then cycled
through a list of standard stars for a given night between three
and five times producing measurements over a range of air
masses and at different azimuthal angles.
The total counts measured within the integration time of each
observation were converted into a V band averaged throughput
for a calculated airmass by rearranging Eq. (1):

Commissioning

The commissioning of all four PlaneWave CDK 700 telescopes
was performed from either the Caltech commissioning site (34°
08′10.0′′N, 118°07′34.5′′W; elevation ≈800 ft) or from the
PlaneWave warehouse in Rancho Dominguez, California (33°
52′14.1′′N, 118°14′49.4′′W; elevation ≈100 ft). The basic
functionality of the telescopes including software control via
the PlaneWave Interface software (PWI) has been validated
through frequent use beginning April 12, 2013, when the first
telescope was delivered to the Caltech campus, and extending
through the writing of this publication. In the following sections,
we present the procedures and results for tests of telescope
throughput and vignetting as well as fiber throughput and guiding.

6.1

Telescope Throughput

The equation for the photoelectron detection rate is

Z
S¼

λhigh
λlow

× 10

Aeff τðλÞfðλÞηðλÞFλ ð0Þ
0.4 m

exp½−αðλÞX

λ
dλ;
hcg

Journal of Astronomical Telescopes, Instruments, and Systems

(1)

Fig. 11 Transmission and reflectance of our optical elements as a
function of wavelength. The reflectance of the tertiary mirror was measured at a 45 deg incident angle, and the Nasmyth lens transmission
is for a single lens surface. The quantum efficiency of the Andor camera (BV chip) is shown for reference, as is the Johnson V bandpass,
which roughly corresponds to the spectral range of KiwiSpecMINERVA.
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typically achieve or exceed the specifications of Table 1. This
level of performance surpasses our requirements to place our RV
target stars within the 2 arcmin field of view of our active guid
ing cameras.
The median seeing at the Mt. Hopkins Ridge site is about a
factor of two better than our fiber diameters (1.2 arcsec versus
2.3 arcsec), ensuring that minimal flux will be lost at the wings
of the seeing disk given adequate guiding. The CDK 700 tele
scope open loop tracking is accurate to a couple of arc seconds
over the typical integration times of our primary program.
Therefore, we have implemented a modified positional propor
tional integral derivative type controller to correct for drifts and
other inaccuracies. The controller input is the star position on the
camera, and the output is the altitude and azimuth offsets to the
telescope mount. It typically sends corrections once every few
seconds. The optical design of the telescope allows us to per
form a one time calibration of the camera field rotation if the
telescope derotator is turned off, which is ideal for high cadence
observing.
Once a target star arrives within the field of view of our guide
cameras, the controller actively guides the telescope such that
the star is placed on the calibrated pixel location of the fiber
tip. The fiber tip location can be calibrated as frequently as
needed to minimize losses due to offsets between the guiding
center and the true center of the fiber. We have tested the sta
bility of the fiber position on the guide camera and have found
no measurable drifts or systematic offsets on day timescales. We
have not measured the temporal stability over timescales from
days to weeks. However, we do not anticipate that frequent cal
ibrations will be needed as the optics are rigid and the fiber is
strain relieved. Also, for these bright stars, reflections off the
fiber cladding during observations can be detected and used
as a secondary check for optical alignment.
Currently, the controller operates near the optimal level,
showing an RMS pointing precision of ∼0.2 arcsec, dominated
by uncertainties in the measurement from seeing variations.
Simulations of the required pointing accuracy indicate that cou
pling penalties <5% are incurred for a pointing accuracy of
0.2 arcsec RMS at any seeing from 0.5 arcsec to 2.5 arcsec.
It is thus unlikely that the control system is contributing to
any major loss of throughput in the system. The most convinc
ing evidence that the controller is not adding significant noise to

the pointing system is provided by the amplitude spectral den
sity of the pointing errors; the error is comparable or lower at all
sensed frequencies when the telescope is guiding (see Fig. 2 of
Ref. 72). Typical guide camera exposure times are 0.1 s for stars
from 4 to 6 mag, allowing sufficient sensitivity to successfully
guide on the dimmest targets in our target list.
Results from a guiding test are shown in Fig. 15. For this test,
first presented in Ref. 72, the location of a bright star was
tracked on the FAU guide camera up until ∼49 s, after which
active guiding was initiated. The time to acquire the source
on the chosen pixel (here x; y ¼ 160;150) was ∼20 s.
Although this controller has not been optimized to minimize
the acquisition time, we use this result as the basis for total
source acquisition time including telescope slew time.

6.4

Fiber Coupling and Throughput

The theoretical throughput curve for our 50 μm octagonal fibers
has been calculated as a function of astronomical seeing based
on the vendor supplied transmission specifications for the pel
licle, the fiber transmission, and the expected transmission cal
culated for the input and output reflectance (see Fig. 3 of
Ref. 72). On sky tests of the fiber coupling device performed
from the MINERVA commissioning site on the Caltech campus
in ∼2 arcsec seeing conditions show very good agreement with
these expected values in consideration of fiber losses, reflection
losses, and coupling efficiencies.
On sky throughput observations performed on the Caltech
commissioning site have confirmed the expected performance
of the FAU design achieving 50% measured efficiency (45%
throughput). Further tests will be needed at FLWO to validate
the performance at more optimal conditions. The final version of
this instrument will be deployed later this year and will incor
porate minor modifications, such as a customized pellicle for
slightly higher transmission (98 versus 92%). These results sug
gest that the throughput of our fiber system will be roughly 70%
at FLWO where the median seeing is 1.2 arcsec. With these
results and those of Sec. 6.1, we expect to lose ∼50% of the
astronomical light from our telescope and fiber systems exclud
ing losses from the atmosphere.

7

First Science Results

While the fair weather of the Los Angeles basin allows for rou
tine commissioning operations, the Caltech site is a challenging
place from which to obtain science grade astronomical data.
Despite difficulties involving a highly variable atmosphere, sig
nificant obstruction, and copious stray light, we have been able
to surpass our lower limit for photometric precision required by
our secondary science objectives from this location. We also
present new observations of WASP 52b, a transiting hot Jupiter,
as an end to end test of the MINERVA photometry pipeline.

7.1

High-Precision Photometry of 16 Cygnus

The secondary science goal of MINERVA is to search the transit
windows of known and newly discovered super Earths detected
by the RV technique, including potential detections from the
MINERVA target list. The transit of a 3 RL planet around a
72

Fig. 15 Results from the FAU guiding test, here showing a zoom-in
of the source acquistion. The active guiding system was initiated
around 49 s, and the position of the star stabilized on the target
pixel in ∼20 s.
Journal of Astronomical Telescopes, Instruments, and Systems

Sun like star (0.8≲M⋆ ∕M⊙ ≲1.2) produces a decrement of
light on the order of 1 mmag. This is an approximate upper
bound of what would be considered a super Earth and, there
fore, represents a lower limit to the precision that must be
achieved with MINERVA for our secondary science program
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0.4 Gyr. The age, small orbital distance, and obliquity of this
planet may have important implications for the mechanism
by which it formed and for the formation of hot Jupiter systems
in general.109
We observed WASP 52 on the evening of UT September 18,
2014, from the MINERVA commissioning site on the Caltech
campus in Pasadena, California. It has a V magnitude of
∼12, >200 times fainter than 16 Cygnus. To maximize the sig
nal to noise ratio of our observations of WASP 52, we again
aggressively defocused. The observations were performed in
an r 0 band, and we used an integration time of 120 s to
build up high signal to noise on the defocused star image.
Active offset guiding was used throughout the observations,
but the guide star was faint and the target star drifted by
∼15 pixels or 9 arcsec. This drift was little more than half
the size of our defocused star images. The target was tracked
for 4 h 19 min starting ∼13 min. before the start of ingress.
We used the same AstroImageJ106 reduction pipeline as in
our 16 Cyg observations. We bias and dark subtracted our raw
science images, before using a median twilight flat to remove
image inhomogeneities. We then conducted simply aperture
photometry with sky background subtraction on our calibrated
images and extracted light curves for WASP 52 and 12 other
nearby comparison stars. For all of the stars for which we
extracted photometry, we used a fixed 20 pixel aperture radius
(12.3 arcsec) and a sky annulus with an inner radius of 30 pixels
and an outer radius of 50 pixels. We recentered the apertures on
the individual stellar centroids in each calibrated image using
the center of light method.107
Figure 18 shows the calibrated and detrended photometry of
WASP 52. We achieved 3 mmag precision on the 131 s duty
cycle of these observations, which binned down to ∼1 mmag
on 30 min timescales. The Allan Variance for this photometric
time series can be seen in Fig. 19.
The midpoint Julian Date in Coordinated Universal Time
(JDUTC ) of each integration was recorded for each observation,
which we convert to BJDTDB .110 The light curve of WASP 52
was then fit using EXOFAST.111 We employ priors on the planet
period, P; the stellar age, Age; metallicity, [Fe/H]; and effective
temperature, T eff ; all taken from Ref. 108. The transit parame
ters are tied to the Yonsei Yale stellar models112 through the stel
lar density as determined by the scaled semimajor axis, a∕R⋆ .
This, in turn, informs a prior for a quadratic stellar limb dark
ening model parameterized by u1 and u2 .113 The remaining free
parameters of the fit are the baseline flux, F0 ; transit time, T C ;
cos i; RP ∕R⋆ ; log M⋆ ; an additional noise term added in

quadrature to the transit errors, σ 2r ; and an error scaling for
the uncertainties in the photometric time series, TranScale.
While the differential photometry technique accounts for the
majority of the airmass effects on our photometry measure
ments, additional drift is noticed that we suspect is due to scat
tered light effects. We, therefore, include an additional nuisance
parameter in the fit that accounts for a linear drift with airmass.
The differential evolution Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) sampler required 2080 burn in steps and 13,074
steps after the burn in for adequate mixing.111 Figure 18
shows the best fit transit model overlaid on the detrended
light curve data. The median parameter values and 1σ errors
are reported in Table 2.
Our parameter distributions are in broad agreement with
those of Ref. 108. However, 1 to 1.5σ discrepancies are seen
between the scaled semimajor axis of the orbit, a∕R⋆ , and asso
ciated parameters. This discrepancy may arise from the differ
ence in parametrization of the stellar limb darkening (Hebrard et
al. use a four parameter limb darkening model, we use two) or
from the MCMC chains stepping in different parameters, which
introduces different priors.
The mid transit time we derive for WASP 52b is T C ¼ 23 
31 s advanced from the predicted mid transit time, 643 transits
from the literature ephemeris. This is consistent with the pub
lished ephemeris and extends the time baseline of WASP 52b
transit photometry to approximately six years. The possibility
of a third companion was mentioned in Ref. 108 based on a
potential acceleration of 30 ms−1 year−1 seen in the RV data.
If real, this could be due to a massive giant planet at a few
to several astronomical unit (AU) or a stellar companion with
mass <0.8 M⊙ further out.114 At those large orbital distances,
the light travel time effect would dominate a transit timing varia
tion (TTV) signal.115 Using the lack of TTVs in our data as a
constraint, we can rule out the existence of brown dwarfs, M≳10
to 15 MJup , out to ∼6 AU.
We also examine the photometry data from Ref. 108 and find
no significant variation of the transit depths in the r band for
three epochs with full transit coverage. Independent fits to two
epochs of data taken with the EulerCam on the 1.2 m Euler
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Fig. 18 Normalized and detrended light curve data for WASP-52 with
best fit transit model overlaid. The transit center, T C , is observed to be
6918.79085 BJDTDB .
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Fig. 19 Allan Variance plot of the photometric time series of WASP52 performed on UT September 18, 2014 from the MINERVA commissioning site in Pasadena, California. On the 131-s duty cycle of
our observations, a 2.7-mmag precision was achieved that bins
down to 1 mmag on 30-min timescales.
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Table 2 (Continued).

Table 2 Median values and 68% confidence interval for WASP-52b.
Parameter
Parameter

Units

Value

Units

τ

Ingress/egress
duration (days)

Stellar parameters:

Value
0.0134  0.0014

M⋆

Mass (M ⊙ )

0.842þ0.041
−0.045

T 14

Total duration (days)

0.0754þ0.0013
−0.0012

R⋆

Radius (R ⊙ )

0.732þ0.040
−0.042

PT

A priori nongrazing transit prob

0.1061þ0.0038
−0.0039

L⋆

Luminosity (L⊙ )

0.305þ0.056
−0.051

P T ;G

A priori transit prob

0.1477þ0.0060
−0.0063

ρ⋆

Density (cgs)

3.03þ0.39
−0.33

Depth

Flux decrement at mid transit

logðg ⋆ Þ

Surface gravity (cgs)

4.634þ0.028
−0.026

d ∕R ⋆

Separation at mid transit

Age

Age (Gyr)

σ 2r

Variance of transit red noise

T eff

Effective
temperature (K)

5020  100

Metalicity

0.06  0.11

[Fe/H]

0.45þ0.27
−0.24

Period (days)

a

Semimajor axis (AU)

RP

Radius (R J )

T eq

Equilibrium
temperature (K)

hF i

Incident flux
(109 erg s−1 cm−2 )

7.88þ0.33
−0.29
0.0000034þ0.0000083
−0.0000100
1.14þ0.49
−0.66

TranScaleScaling of transit errors
σr

Transit red noise

F0

Baseline flux

Planetary parameters:
P

0.03155  0.00065

0.0000þ0.0022
−0.00
1.00003þ0.00029
−0.00030

Secondary eclipse parameters:

1.7497798  0.0000012

TS

Time of eclipse (BJDTDB )

2456919.66574  0.00036

0.02682þ0.00043
−0.00049
1.166þ0.084
−0.088

Swiss telescope in La Silla, Chile, and one epoch of data from
the 0.94 m James Gregory Telescope in St. Andrews, Scotland,
agree with our transit depth to within 1σ. This suggests that
WASP 52b may be a suitable target for follow up observations
of occultation events for the purpose of atmospheric studies.116

1264þ45
−46
0.579þ0.086
−0.080

8

Radial velocity parameters:
TA

Time of ascending
node

2456918.35341  0.00036

TD

Time of descending
node

2456919.22830  0.00036

Primary transit parameters:
2456918.79085  0.00036

TC

Time of transit
(BJDTDB )

R P ∕R ⋆

Radius of planet in
stellar radii

0.1637þ0.0035
−0.0039

a∕R ⋆

Semimajor axis in
stellar radii

7.88þ0.33
−0.29

u1

Linear limb-darkening
coeff

u2

Quadratic limb-darkening
coeff

0.174þ0.053
−0.054

i

Inclination (degrees)

86.52þ0.80
−0.63

b

Impact parameter

0.479þ0.066
−0.095

δ

Transit depth

0.0268þ0.0012
−0.0013

T FWHM

FWHM duration (days)

0.0620þ0.0014
−0.0013

0.560  0.056
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Concluding Remarks

The statistics from both RV and transit surveys of exoplanets
have informed us that planets are very common throughout
the Galaxy and that the most common type of planet may be
of a variety unrepresented in the Solar System super Earths
with masses between that of the Earth and Neptune. The preva
lence of these planets inferred from survey data imply that the
stars in our local Solar Neighborhood should harbor many of
these, with some fraction orbiting in their respective habitable
zones. The RV technique is the most promising method to
date for detecting these planets. However, the detection of
such small planets via the reflex motion of their host stars
presents a significant challenge that requires cutting edge instru
mentation and a significant amount of observing time as the
planet signals lie at or below the level of systematic noise gen
erated from the stellar surface.
MINERVA is an innovative facility designed to address these
demands in a modular, cost effective manner. By employing
four small aperture telescopes from a commercial vendor, we
obtain a 1.4 m effective aperture for a fraction of the cost of
a single telescope. The small étendue translates to a smaller
spectrograph that is easier to stabilize and requires less infra
structure. Once the facility is complete, the array of telescopes
will undertake an automated survey of a fixed target list over the
course of several years that is expected to result in exoplanet
detections of high scientific value.
We have presented the design and major components of
MINERVA herein, and the on sky performance of our equip
ment up to and including the feeding of starlight into our fibers
has been validated. Meanwhile, the procedures and data reduc
tion pipeline for our secondary science goal of detecting transit
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events around nearby stars have been demonstrated with obser
vations from our test facility. There are, however, several more
milestones the project will need to reach before science opera
tions commence.

8.1

Future Prospects: MINERVA-South and
MINERVA-Red

In addition to the primary survey presented in this article, the
modularity of the MINERVA design offers several opportunities
for expansion that are already being pursued. The abundant
yield of transiting exoplanets around bright stars in both the
Northern and Southern hemispheres expected from the Kepler
K2 Ecliptic Mission79 and the upcoming TESS80 will require
intensive RV follow up. Planets with periods up to ∼100 d
will be detected within the continuous viewing zone of TESS
near the ecliptic poles that will require long term RV monitor
ing. As has been made clear from the Kepler prime mission, the
most interesting planets will require a substantial amount of
dedicated telescope time.117–119 Hence, there are significant
opportunities for a MINERVA like facility in the Southern
hemisphere. MINERVA South will take advantage of the
same economies as described in Sec. 2, with the added advan
tage that our team’s investment in software/hardware develop
ment and operational expertise will easily translate to the
Southern facility. We expect MINERVA South to be of essen
tially the same design as MINERVA, sited in Australia or Chile,
and operational by 2018 to capitalize on the coming flood of
planet candidates from K2 and TESS.
In the near term, we are expanding the reach of the
MINERVA project to include nearby M stars with a second
instrument specifically designed for gathering precise RVs of
the closest low mass stars to the Sun. Recent results from
Kepler and ground based surveys indicate that compact systems
of planets in orbit around low mass stars may be extremely
common.35,49,50 Statistically speaking, we expect some of the
closest stars to the Sun to host systems of planets. However,
these small, cool stars are often too faint to observe at the optical
wavelengths where most precision RV instruments operate,
including KiwiSpec MINERVA. MINERVA Red, a parallel
effort to the main MINERVA survey, will specifically target a
small sample of nearby mid to late M stars.
The MINERVA Red instrument is a fiber fed echelle
spectrograph housed in a vacuum chamber and optimized to
cover the 800 to 900 nm spectral region at a resolution of
R ≈ 55;000. The instrument is designed around a single mode
fiber input, which allows the instrument to be very compact and
stable, and also eliminates modal noise as a source of RV error.
While the single mode fiber reduces the possible coupling effi
ciency of starlight into the fiber, special attention has been paid
to maximizing the optical throughput of the rest of the instru
ment. To that end, the spectrograph will operate with a pair of
PlaneWave CDK 700 telescopes that have gold mirror coatings,
significantly enhancing the telescope efficiency in the wave
length range of interest. These will be in addition to the four
CDK 700s that will be used for the primary survey. The instru
ment optics are all optimized for this relatively narrow spectral
range, and a deep depletion detector will ensure high quantum
efficiency and low fringing. The MINERVA Red instrument is
currently under construction and is slated to be deployed with
the first of its two telescopes at the Mt. Hopkins site by mid
year 2015.
Journal of Astronomical Telescopes, Instruments, and Systems
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